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CROATIAN ISLANDS

MONTENEGRO FJORDS

MEDITERRANEAN TURKEY

JOIN UNIQUE 
SWIMMING ADVENTURES 
IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

SLOVENIAN LAKES

AUSTRIAN LAKES

LAKE POWELL CANYONS

WWW.STRELSWIMMING.COM



Strel Swimming Adventures was founded in 2010 

with love and passion for open water adventures. 

Founders Martin and Borut Strel (father and son) 

are both passionate swimmers and have vast 

experience in open water swimming. Martin, 

also known as the “Big River Man”, is a world 

renowned professional marathon swimmer, and 

promoter of peace, friendship and clean water. 

He is also a Guinness World Record holder 

and has been described as the World’s Greatest 

Marathon Swimmer, having swum the fi ve 

greatest rivers in the world: Amazon, Yangtze, 

Paraná, Mississippi and Danube. 

Borut is also an experienced swimmer. He is 

Martin’s lead guide and project manager for 

his swimming expeditions. Borut also has 

signifi cant experience in guiding swimmers in 

several locations across the Mediterranean.

Our story: Our best team:

Borut, guide Martin, promoter Petra, guide

Prisca, Swiss sales Alex, guide Giovanna, guide

Polona, cust. support Maja, cust. support Angelo, boat pilot
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ITALY

UNITED KINGDOM

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Austria

Slovenia

Croatia

Montenegro

Lake Powell-Arizona

GREECE

GERMANY

Turkey

We organise unique swimming adventure tours in 

the fi nest open water locations. Whether you’re an 

experienced swimmer or simply want something 

different from your holiday, we offer you the 

perfect swimming tour.

We encourage people to swim outdoors and 

enjoy clean pristine water in beautiful locations. 

Swimming outdoors is an incredible experience 

which can be enjoyed in diverse locations 

worldwide. Most trips are suitable for 

non-swimmers as well.

We take care of the entire organisation of each 

trip, including guiding, coaching and accommo-

dation to ensure your safety and enjoyment.

All you need is a passion for the open water - we 

will do the rest!  See you in the water!

What we do:We currently operate in 6 countries
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SLOVENIAN LAKES AND RIVER
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At the junction of the Alps, the Mediterranean 

and the Pannonian Plain, Slovenia is in the 

heart of Europe.  It is easily accessible and 

will surprise you with its diversity and lush, 

natural beauty.

Slovenia is known as a land of pure water, 

and its numerous green, glacial lakes and 

crystal clear rivers make it a perfect location 

for our short swimming adventure.

Duration: 

Travel Type: Lake and River Coastal and 

Crossing Swimming

Average Daily Swim: 4 km

Accommodation: Hotel on the Lake

Tour Info:

Tour Summary:

Standard Trips: 4 Days (3 Nights)

With Austrian Lakes: 5 Days (4 Nights)  
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SLOVENIAN LAKES AND RIVER
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> swim across Lake Bled to a 17th century 

island church

>  swim in crystal clear Italian Lago del Predil

>  swim down the emerald green Soca River

>  take a dip in the Kozjak Waterfall

> unforgettable journey on a car train 

through the Julian Alps

> meet and swim with the legendary 

marathon swimmer Martin Strel - the Big 

River Man

“I absolutely love your country. Your trip made 

it even more special, well done on organising an 

excellent swimming adventure!” 

- Giovanna and Kelly, Kent, UK 

Tour Highlights:

Testimonials:
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SLOVENIAN LAKES AND RIVER
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“I´ve swum in many rivers and lakes, but the 

Slovenian lakes and rivers are some of the most 

beautiful in the world. I´ll recommend this trip to 

friends.”

- Carl, London, UK 

Testimonials:

“As a demanding client, my expectations were 

high and luckily well met. Great experience, Go 

Strel Swimming!”

-  Elias, Lebanon 

“The experience of swimming in warm, crystal 

clear water, surrounded by amazing scenery, is 

one I will never forget. My confi dence swimming 

in open water improved so much throughout the 

holiday, and swimming the entire length of Lake 

Bohinj was one of the best things I have ever done.” 

-  Hannah and Rob, UK 
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Croatia´s Dalmatian coast is an area of 

outstanding natural beauty that boasts some 

of the cleanest waters in the Mediterranean.

We are based on the small island of Krapanj, 

a unique setting in the Sibenik archipelago. 

The island  is completely traffi c free!

The famous Kornati and Krka National 

Parks are nearby and provide a fantastic 

gateway for our swimming adventures.

Duration: 

Type: Island Hopping and Coastal 

Sea Swimmming

Average Daily Swim: 4 km

Accommodation: Hotel on the Island

Tour Info:

Tour Summary:

Weekly Trips: 7 Days (6 Nights)

Short Trips: 5 Days (4 Nights)
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CROATIAN DALMATIAN COASTCROATIAN DALMATIAN COAST
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> swim around uninhabited islands and enjoy 

the relaxed and beautiful environment

> explore the islands of Kornati National Park 

set in the turquoise sea

> walk through Krka National Park, relax 

under the waterfalls and then swim down the 

Krka River

> swim through Hitler´s submarine base used 

during World War II

“You made us feel that the holiday was tailored for us 

in many ways. The food, the evenings out, liaising 

between the boat crew and informing us of the best 

daily locations without wind.”

- John, Devon, UK 

Tour Highlights:

Testimonials:
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CROATIAN DALMATIAN COAST
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“A HUGE thank you to Strel Swimming for an 

amazing unforgettable swimming adventure in 

Croatia. Look forward to the next swim trip 

with you.”

- Scott Robinson, Australia 

“The sea was the centerpiece for the reason for 

coming to Croatia, six days of swimming around 

the islands of Sibenik with Strel Swimming.  It 

was just awesome. Honestly, this was one of the 

best things I have done in a long time!”

- Nick, Australia

“I had such a wonderful time for the whole week of 

Croatia swimming. Can´t wait to return! 

Very well done.”

- Pete, South Africa 

Testimonials:
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CROATIAN DALMATIAN COAST
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Krka National Park Falls
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CROATIAN DALMATIAN COAST

Obonjan-Island of  Youth
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MONTENEGRO FJORDS AND COVES

Montenegro offers some of the most 

spectacular scenery in the Mediterranean. 

This small country along the Adriatic coast 

between Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

Croatia, Serbia and Kosovo, is a former 

constituent republic of Yugoslavia. In 

the 1990s it was caught in the brutal 

wars in the Balkan which horrifi ed the 

world as it played out on our TV screens.  

The tour appeals to all levels of swimmers 

interested in unique fjord and sea swimming 

adventures combined with some walks 

through historical towns and islands in the 

warm Mediterranean climate.

Tour Info:
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MONTENEGRO FJORDS AND COVES

Duration: 7 Days (6 Nights) 

Type: Fjord and Sea Swimming

Average Daily Swim: 4 km

Accommodation: Hotel on the Mainland

Tour Summary:

> swim in the stunning Gulf of Kotor, 

UNESCO World Heritage Site

> explore white stone fi shing villages and 

secluded bays

> swim through the turquoise waters of 

Plava Spilja (Blue Grotto) cave 

> visit the historical towns that are 

surrounded by mountains of Kotor, 

Perast and Tivat

Tour Highlights:
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Bay of Kotor
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MONTENEGRO FJORDS AND COVES

Mamula Island
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MEDITERRANEAN TURKEY

Southern Turkey is a great place to enjoy 

open water adventures surrounded by 

stunning scenery of the Taurus mountains 

and crystal turquoise water. We follow the 

Lycian coast from the historical town of Kas 

to Kekova island and Aperlai old city.

Our gulet takes you to swimming locations 

over some of the world´s top diving 

spots, an old bronze shipwreck, rock-

cut tombs and underwater city walls.

As part of the trip we also stop at the 

unique and colourful Greek island of 

Meis (Kastellorizo) to touch the cultural 

difference and hike up for some great views .

Perfect trip for non-swimming partners.

Tour Info:
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Duration: 7 Days (6 Nights) 

Type: Coastal and Island Hopping

Average Daily Swim: 4 km

Accommodation: Hotel on the Mainland

Tour Summary:

> swim in the Mediterranean turquoise 

warm sea 

> swim over interesting sights, old 

shipwrecks and old city walls

> enjoy gulet cruising, sun-tanning and 

Turkish organic food on board

>  explore colourful Greek island of Meis, 

swim the Blue cave and meet turtles and 

walk up to the top 

> stroll around historical town of Kas 

and feel the laid-back environment for 

the week

Tour Highlights:

Blue Cave - Kastellorizo, Greece
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MEDITERRANEAN TURKEY
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MEDITERRANEAN TURKEY
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MEDITERRANEAN TURKEY - Luxury Cruising Swim and Sail Trip, 7 nights, All inclusive on-boardMEDITERRANEAN CRUISE (Turkey, Greece) - Luxury Swim and Sail Trip, 7 nights, All inclusive on-board
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MEDITERRANEAN TURKEY - Luxury Cruising Swim and Sail Trip, 7 nights, All inclusive on-boardMEDITERRANEAN CRUISE (Turkey, Greece) - Luxury Swim and Sail Trip, 7 nights, All inclusive on-board

Our swim-cruising Turkish-Greek trip offers 

you an incredible open water swimming 

experience, sailing and exploring in some of 

the best parts of the warm Mediterranean. 

Living aboard a gulet is a special experience 

not to be missed at least once in a life-time. 

We use a luxurious 36-meter long traditional 

Turkish gulet which is equipped with all the 

comforts of home and you are expected to 

do nothing but sit back, relax and enjoy.

We follow the Lycian Way from the town of 

Göcek to Kekova island. We stop on the way 

to explore the islands, interesting sights and 

visit towns along the way.

This trip is also great for non-swimming 

partners and closed groups.

Tour Info:
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MEDITERRANEAN CRUISE - Swim and Sail Trip

Duration: 8 Days (7 Nights) 

Type: Coastal and Island Hopping

Average Daily Swim: 4-5 km

Accommodation: Cabin-Luxury 36m Gulet

Tour Summary:

> swim and dive in the Mediterranean 

turquoise warm sea 

> swim in the stunning secluded 

bays, blue caves, lagoons, over 

old shipwrecks and old city walls

> enjoy sailing, cruising and relaxing 

on a large luxurious Turkish gulet, 

spend the night under the stars

>  explore colourful Greek island of Meis, 

meet sea turtles and walk up to the top 

Tour Highlights:
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MEDITERRANEAN CRUISE - Swim and Sail Trip
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LAKE POWELL CANYONS IN ARIZONA
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Lake Powell´s geological formations in the 

southwestern region of the United States are 

about as magnifi cent as anyone can imagine. 

This second largest man-made reservoir on 

the Colorado River, straddling the border 

between Utah and Arizona is surrounded by 

the beautiful red rocks, sandy beaches and 

clear blue water. 

Imagine swimming within the scenic 

canyons, and looking at the painted sky that 

changes from mesmerizing sunset to a 

star-fi lled sky by the end of the day.

Tour info:

Duration: 4 Days (3 Nights)

Type: Lake and Canyon Swimming

Average Daily Swim: 5 km (3 miles)

Accommodation: Hotel on the Lake

Tour Summary:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Lake Powell-Arizona
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LAKE POWELL CANYONS IN ARIZONA
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> swim in Lake Powell´s warm waters 

through scenic canyons, surrounded by 

the dramatic landscape of the Glen Canyon 

National Park

> hike and explore the Navajo Indian trails

> enjoy the clear sky with unforgettable 

sunsets

> visit the Rainbow Bridge, world´s largest 

natural bridge

> meet and swim with the legendary 

swimmer Martin Strel (Big River Man)

Tour Highlights:

“Thank you again for your great efforts at Lake 

Powell. It was such a great time and wonderful 

experience. Hope to return soon!”

- Tommi and Tia, Finland 
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“We both had a fabulous time with you and 

Martin and will recommend this trip to our 

swimming pals. Again, thanks for making this 

vacation memorable.”

- Colleen and Sandra, Toronto, Canada 

“It was an amazing vacation and I am so happy 

I could come. I loved the last swim when we did 

not know where exactly we were going. That was 

a real adventure swim for me! I can’t wait to join 

you again! “

- Martina, New York City, USA

LAKE POWELL CANYONS IN ARIZONA
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All our treks ensure that in the team of 

guides and boat pilots there is at least one 

team-member who has in-depth experience 

and knowledge of the local waters, the main 

swimming routes and the alternatives as well 

as a fl uent local language speaker.

Local Operational Policy:

Our accommodation is a good standard and 

is chosen in order to maximise the enjoyment 

of the tour. Most of our hotels are smaller, 

family-owned and close to the water’s edge. 

Rooms are based on twin-share and single 

occupancy with en-suite facilities. Our tours 

are perfect for couples, friends or single 

travellers. 

Accommodation-Hotels:

We welcome non-swimmers. Our holidays are focused on 

swimming, but non-swimmers can either walk along the shore 

or relax on the main escort boat during each swim. We also 

incorporate daily walks or hikes into our itinerary, and all of our 

locations feature breathtaking scenery and great sightseeing. 

Please inform us at the time of booking if you are a non-swimmer. 

Non-swimmers:

We offer group discounts and can also arrange 

bespoke tours for groups of at least 8 guests.

Groups:
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a) Online at www.strelswimming.com via our secure booking 

system.  To book you can either pay a deposit of 20% or full 

price. We accept most major credit and debit cards.  We are a 

verifi ed Authorize.net Online Merchant and all payments are 

done with the highest level of transaction processing security.

b) Bank Transfer

c) Sending a cheque

d) Telephone

Our trips have been featured in many 

magazines and newspapers worldwide.

How to Book:

- Great photos and videos from our trips

- Customer reviews and great stories

- Live trip availability

- Detailed trip itineraries

- Our guides and partners

www.strelswimming.com

info@strelswimming.com
+44 77 0006 1236 | +1 310 928 3224

Contact

In the Press:
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info@strelswimming.com
+44 77 0006 1236 | +1 310 928 3224

German speaking: www.schwimmferien.ch
facebook.com/strelswimming
twiter.com/strelswimming


